An environment is the natural world
which surrounds the earth and
makes a particular geographical area
in which human beings animals,plants
and other living and nonliving things
exist.
A clean environment is very
necessary to live a peaceful life and
healthy life.But other environment is
getting dirty day by day because of
some negligence of human beings.It
is an issue which everyone must
know about especially our next
generation.
We live in the most beautiful
planet,Earth which has very clean
and attractive nature full of
greenery.Nature is our best friend
which provides us all the resources
to live here.It gives us water to
drink,pure air to breathe,food to
eat,land to stay,plants for our other
uses,etc for our betterment.We
should fully enjoy the nature
without disturbing its ecological
balance.We should care our
nature,make it peaceful, keep it clean
and prevent it from the destruction
so that we can enjoy our nature
forever .Nature is a most precious
gift given by the god to us to enjoy
but not to harm.

mining manufacturing and other
human activities,whether they
accumulate or disperse ,will degrade
the environment.In the hierarchy of
controls,pollution prevention and
waste minimization are more
desirable than polution control.In
the field of land development,low
impact development is a similar
technique for the prevention of
urban runoff.Following are the main
causes of pollution:
Industrial activities:The industries all
over the world that brought
prosperity and affluence ,made
inroads in the biosphere and
disturbed the ecological balances.The
pall of smoke ,the swirling
gases,industrial effluents and the fall
out of scientific experiments became
constant health hazards,polluting and
contaminating both air and water.The
improper disposal of industrial
wastes are the sources of soil and
water pollution.Chemical waste
resulting from industry can pollute
lakes,rivers and seas and soil too as
well as releasing fumes.
*Dumping solid
waste:Household and commercial
waste pollutes the environment wgen
not disposed of ptoperly.

Effect
Environmrntal pollution has
negatively affected the life if both
humanbeings and animals .Almost all
of our gains in the fields of
industrial progress ,science and
technology had so far been realized
at the cost of our health.Even our
flora and fauna were found to be
threatened with extinction.
Sollution
There surely cannot be any
radical solution for the existing
factories cannot be bodily lifted to
place far from the polluted
zone..However the following
attempts can be made to solve the
problem of environmental pollution..
*The government can at least see
that future factories are set up a
distant place ,an industrial complex
far away from the township.
*Researcher may find out how to
avoid harmful smoke from running
vehicles.
*Deforestation should be stopped
and forestry should be developed.
*Discharge of factory wastes in
rivers should be banned so as to
make the river water free from the
pollution.

natural industry which produces
oxygen.According to international
standards,area under forests should
form at least 25 percent of the
total land inhabited by a human
population.
we can very well notice the
abnormal behaviour of the seasons
the cycle developing clogs in its
wheels ;and the worried experts fear
that disturbed balance in the
biosphere has assumed such serious
proportion that very soon our
world would be uninhabitable like
Hiroshima of 1945.But it is
heartening to find the entire world
aware of the menace.Some of the
advanced countries has also taken
many measures.The government of
assam gas also taken many
measures.As a citizen of this state
and this country it is our
responsibility to do our duties which
are helpful to protect the
environment..so not only me we
want to see a green ASSAM....and
my slogan in this respect is
"BLISS AND PEACE RESTS IN
TREES
CURSED IS HE,WHO KNOWS NOT
THIS"

